
DTP Elements & Principles

In order to produce effective DTP publications you must understand the application of 
techniques used in the production of promotional documents.

Colour: Warm colours (are also advancing colours)
Red/Orange/Yellow

As the name suggests they evoke feelings of warmth.
These colours are also know as Advancing colours because they appear to be 
closer to the viewer than other colours.

Cool Colours (are also receding colours)
Green/Blue/Violet

As the name suggests they evoke feelings of being cold.
These colours are also known as receding colours because they appear to be
further away from the viewer than other colours.
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Colour:  Contrasting:
Colours that are contrasting are far apart on the colour wheel.  When used 
together they help to make objects stand out.  Examples of contrasting colours
Red/Green.
Blue/Yellow

Harmonising:  
Colours that are harmonising are close together on the colour wheel. 
Harmonising colours are easy on the eye and help to create a relaxing image.

Red/Orange
Blue/Green

Accent Colours:

Accent colours are used to tie text and graphics together
as you can see from the example Red has been used to tie
the brochure together helping to create unity within the document
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Line:  
Lines can be used for many things within a DTP document.
• Lines can be used to connect different areas of a document creating 

unity within the document.
• Lines can be used to separate areas of the document e.g. web 

addresses/ headings  from the main body text.
• Lines can be used to underline text to help create emphasis.
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Texture:

Texture is used within a document to help create emphasis and make the document 
more interesting looking. 
• Texture can be added to a document by removing a block colour from a background 

and adding photographs, images, textured fill etc.
• Texture can also be added inside other images and inside fonts also.

More often than not the texture that is added ties in with the theme of the document.
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Value:
The lightness or darkness of an object or portion of a design, regardless of colour, is 
its value
Value can be used with other principles and elements of design to create emphasis
or a focal point in a page layout or image, leading the eye to what the designer 
deems is most important.
Value can also be used to increase contrast and create movement. The greater the 
difference in the value of an object and its background and other objects, the 
greater the contrast. Objects with differing values lead the eye from most 
prominent to least and give the illusion that parts of the design are moving.
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Alignment: 
Alignment is an effective method to improve the structure of a layout. Good 
alignment makes a page easy to follow and organised and helps make it neat and 
sharp. 

• Alignment is between two or more objects on a page. 
• Alignment can be horizontal or vertical
• Alignment can be central, left or right

When you talk about alignment within a document you MUST explain exactly 
what elements are aligned.

The Heading/Sub heading and main The Heading/Main body text 
Body text are aligned centrally and images are left aligned
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Balance:

Symmetrical balance - is easiest to see in perfectly centered compositions or those with mirror 
images. In a design with only two elements they would be almost identical or have nearly the 
same visual mass. When a design can be centred or evenly divided both vertically and 
horizontally it has the most complete symmetry possible.

Why Is It Used?
Symmetrical balance generally lends itself to more formal, orderly layouts. They often convey a 
sense of tranquillity or familiarity or elegance or serious contemplation.
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Asymmetrical Balance is typically off-centre or 
created with an odd or mismatched number of 
disparate elements. However, you can still have an 
interesting design without perfect symmetry.

Why Is It Used?
Asymmetrical Balance is  generally more dynamic and by intentionally ignoring 
balance the designer can create tension, express movement, or convey a mood 
such as anger, excitement, joy, or casual amusement.


